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with these
Make the perfect sea inspired tea party
recipes.
three easy to follow, sea themed treat

Recipe 1:
d
Pecan, caramel ans
chocolate turtle

What
you’ll
need:

1

• ½ teaspoon fine sea salt
• 8 ounces simply dark chocolate,
roughly chopped
• Flaky sea salt, for sprinkling (optional)
• Baking paper
• Baking tray
• 4 cups Belbake baking pecan halves
• ½ cup unsalted butter
• 1 cup granulated sugar
• ½ cup Golden Syrup
• ¾ cup Milbona Sweetened Condensed Milk
ans on a
Preheat oven to 350°F. Spread the pec
approx. 6
sheet of baking paper. Toast them for
cool.
minutes. Remove from oven and let them

Line 2 large baking trays with baking paper.
Lightly grease the paper with butter or spray oil so
nothing sticks. Arrange your toasted pecans in star
shaped groups of 5 like so…
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d, add in the
In a pan, melt your butter on a medium heat. Once melte
and salt.
milk,
ensed
granulated sugar, corn syrup, sweetened cond
stency of
consi
Cook, stirring frequently for about 8 minutes until the
Remove from
the mix begins to thicken so it becomes harder to stir.
for the
heat and whisk the mixture for 30 seconds. Then set aside
.
turtle
your
of
mixture to cool. This is your caramel, the base
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Scoop large spoonful’s of the
mixture on top of your 5 pecan
groups. Once completed set
these aside whilst you start on
your chocolate.

wave.
Place your chocolate into a bowl and put into the micro
chocolate
Heat for 30sec bursts and keep checking to see if the
mitts
has melted. Be careful as the bowl will get hot – use oven
as this
time
long
a
for
run
for protection. Don’t let the microwave
will cause the chocolate to burn.
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Once your chocolate has melted,
scoop a large spoonful over each
caramel pecan cluster – aiming to
drop it in the centre of each.

Optional – sprinkle with sea salt for decorative effect.
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Once you’ve added the chocolate to each
group, set aside at room temperature until
the chocolate on top has set. This should
take approx. 1hr.
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Time to eat!
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Recipe 2:
Rice crispy starfish
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What
you’ll
need:

1

½ cup Maribel 100% Almond Nut Butter
½ cup maple syrup
3 tbsp Belbake Organic Coconut Sugar
¼ tsp sea salt
Raisins (for the starfish’s eyes)
½ tsp Belbake Natural Extract Vanilla
Crownfields Rice Snaps
Baking paper
Baking tray
Pencil

Firstly you need to mark out your starfish
shape outlines onto your baking paper
using a pencil, like so (see drawing).
Draw as many as you can fit onto the
tray with an inch gap between each.

In a large saucepan on low-medium heat, combine
your coconut or macadamia butter, syrup, sugar,
salt, and vanilla together. Stir continually until the
mixture is fully dissolved. If your mixture starts to
bubble your heat is too high.
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Once your mixture is lump free, remove
the pan from the heat and begin adding
in your cereal. Ensuring all cereal is
covered and mixed in thoroughly.

Once the cereal is all covered you’re ready to start creating your
starfish. Use a spoon to transfer the mixture onto your star shaped
outlines on your baking paper. If the mixture is cool, maybe use your
hands to better handle the curved edges of the starfish legs.
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Before placing in the fridge to
cool, add your raisins as your
starfish’ eyes.

Leave for a 1-2 hours before eating!
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Recipe 3:
Shark Mallows

What
you’ll
need:

1

• Bag of Sweet Corner Marshmallows
• 1 large bar of Simply White Chocolate
• Belbake Food Colouring Blue (or natural
alternative fresh blueberries)
• Simply Dark Chocolate (for decoration)
• ½ tsp Belbake Natural Extract Vanilla
• Glue
• Small paint brush
• Tall cup/mug
• Wooden/plastic skewers/lollipop sticks
• Blue paper
• Baking paper
• Baking tray
• Pencil
• Scissors
Firstly attach each mallow onto a
stick. Place them in a tall cup/glass
so they stand up on their own and
don’t move.

Create your fins with your sheet of
blue paper. Firstly, draw a shark fin
(2x2inches) as per drawing.
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Cut out the one fin and then use it as a stencil
to create more identical fins. Once you’ve drawn
around 12 fins, cut them all out. Now you can glue
two fins together with your stick in-between.

Melt your white chocolate. Place your chocolate into
a bowl and put into the microwave. Heat for 30sec
bursts and keep checking to see if the chocolate has
melted. Be careful as the bowl will get hot – use oven
mitts for protection. Don’t let the microwave run for a
long time as this will cause the chocolate to burn.
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Once your chocolate has melted you can now add blue food
colouring. Pour small amounts in at a time until you get your desired
shark skin colour. If you’d rather use a more natural ingredient. Put
10-12 blueberries into a bowl and heat them in the microwave for 1
minute. Sieve the juice from the microwaved blueberries and add it
to your chocolate. Once the two are mixed, you should be left with a
pinky/purple colouring.
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Once happy with your colour you can
begin dunking your marshmallows. You
should only dunk the top and sides, one
side should remain white.
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Place the shark mallow into a cup
and let it sit
whilst you make the rest. Try not
to let them
touch as the chocolate will stick to
the other.

Leave your shark mallows for around 1 to 2 hrs until the
chocolate has hardened. Now you can apply your eyes,
side markings and teeth using your paint brush and some
melted dark chocolate - repeat step 5 to melt your dark
choc and then start painting.
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Once the decoration is dry
they’re ready to eat.
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